The Enlightened (Mind Dimensions Book 3)
**Synopsis**

From a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author comes the exciting continuation of the Mind Dimensions series: Kidnapped. Consciousness expanded. And that was just the start of my day. I always thought I was a nice enough guy. The kind who’d never want to commit murder. Turns out I simply lacked incentive. Some crimes can never be forgiven.
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**Customer Reviews**

Darren’s journey of discovery and adventure continues in The Enlightened by Dima Zales. Darren is plunged into another hidden world of the Mind Dimension people. This time it is a mysterious group who has been looking for him to use in their plans to attain another level of Enlightenment. Or is this a seemingly nefarious plan to grab more power? What they want to do with that power is left unsaid. At the end of the previous book in this series, The Thought Pushers, there are two major mysteries still unsolved, who was helping Jacob, and who is Darren really? Who is the Pusher that was Jacob’s ally, (or manipulator), in the plot to kill these people? And why does he want to kill them? Who are the people on the hit list? Why did he kill Mira and Eugene’s...
parents? The second mystery is who is Darren really? Who were his biological parents, and why were they murdered, and who killed them? How much do his two moms, Lucy and Sara, really know about this, and what secrets have they been keeping from him? Or do they even know the answers? This part of the story goes a long way in answering those questions, while raising others. (Of course, there’s another book.) This story continues on many levels. There are many surprises when we find out which characters are related to each other, and who has crossed paths to create the current situations that our team of adventurers has to navigate. And yet again, Darren discovers that he has powers and abilities that he never imagined. This book is another well-crafted urban fantasy adventure by Dima Zales. Darren has grown as a character.

I love when I reach Book 3 of any series! This is the point in the series where you pretty much know all of the main characters and the author is able to really focus on the story. And The Enlightened is no exception to that rule. This book takes off running with all kinds of exciting changes happening to our favorite characters. Very quickly into the story, Darren is whisked off to all kinds of interesting new things. I don’t want to give spoilers, so let me just tell you that we get lots of answers about his past and the world of the Readers. If you enjoyed the action in Book 2, then you won’t be disappointed with Book 3. Although the conflicts in the early portion of the book tend to be more intellectually based, if you stick with it, there will be plenty of fight scenes and excitement. In fact, the story in this book was so terrific that I was fully expecting to be writing a 5 star review. Really! I’m kind of stingy with the 5 star reviews, but this book is really terrific. Except... Hang on one moment while I get my soapbox. Forgive me, but I absolutely can not complete this review without saying this. PLEASE, I’m begging you. This is to ALL of the authors out there. Please, save your political agendas for somewhere else. I am reading stories like this in order to be entertained. I am exhausted with everything on television, in movies, and lately even in books cramming some political opinion down my throat. I am absolutely disgusted with reading about villains whose sole reason for being evil is because they are a right-wing, pro-life, pro-traditional marriage white man. And for all of the conservative authors out there, let me say that I am just as fed up with villains who go on crazed shooting sprees because they play Call of Duty or listen to rap music.
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